Tin nitride thin films prepared by radio-frequency reactive sputtering
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Tin nitride thin films were obtained by the reactive sputtering method. The metallic tin target was sputtered by nitrogen gas with rf magnetron sputtering equipment. To prevent the re-evaporation of atomic nitrogen from the substrate, the depositions were made at the low substrate temperature of 60 °C. Polycrystalline films were obtained at an rf power lower than 90 W. The resistivity of polycrystalline film was 3–14×10⁻³ Ω cm, while the resistivity of amorphous film increased monotonically with decreasing sputtering pressure. For amorphous film, the change in resistivity is attributable to the change in carrier concentration. The decrease in carrier concentration is associated with an increase of –N=O combination in the film. The optical energy gap of tin nitride was 1.5 eV.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Tin nitride (SnNₓ) is one of the IV-V compounds and has been scarcely studied. Fischer and Flügge1 gave the first indication of a compound Sn₃N₄, which decomposes at 360 °C. The SnNₓ film has been prepared by reactive sputtering methods2–4 and reactive ion plating.5 Remy and Hantzpergue6 obtained dielectric amorphous SnNₓ films by cathodic sputtering. Recently, Rima et al.7 obtained stable and well crystallized SnNₓ films by dc magnetron sputtering.

Our objective is to prepare tin nitride thin films by using reactive rf magnetron sputtering of a tin target. The sputtering parameters used were substrate temperature, rf power, and total pressure. The electrical and optical characteristics are clarified, and the deposition condition is discussed on the basis of the measured structure and composition of the film.

II. EXPERIMENT

In preparing tin nitride films, rf (13.5 MHz) magnetron sputtering equipment (Osaka Vacuum Co. Ltd.) was used with a 99.999% pure tin target of 10 cm in diameter and 1 mm thick. The rf power was 20–300 W, the sputtering gas was a 99.999% pure nitrogen, and its flow rate ranged 10–300 sccm. The separation distance between the substrate and the target was 48 mm. The chamber vacuum just before growth was less than 2.0×10⁻⁶ Torr. The substrate temperature ranged from 40 to 324 °C. It was measured using a chromel-alumel thermocouple attached to the front of the substrate holder. The total sputtering pressure ranged 0.66–52 mTorr. A 76×26 mm² borosilicate glass plate was used as the substrate.

The infrared absorption spectra were obtained by means of a Fourier transform infrared spectrometer (Perkin–Elmer System 2000). The samples were prepared by depositing films on silicon (100) single-crystal substrates. The binding energy and composition of the film were measured by x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The composition of the film was expressed as the atomic ratio of nitrogen to tin. The crystalinity of the film was analyzed by the x-ray diffraction method (Rigaku RINT 1400-TFD) with Cu Kα radiation. The electric resistivity of the film was measured by the van der Pauw method. The carrier concentration and Hall mobility were measured by using the Hall effect. The dynamic hardness of the film was measured with an ultramicrohardness meter (Shimadzu DUH-200).

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Smooth tin nitride films were formed on the borosilicate glass substrate. They were transparent and colored light brown on the glass substrate. Figure 1 shows the deposition rate as a function of rf power and total pressure. At each rf power, the deposition rate decreases dramatically at pressures above about 30 mTorr. A similar dependence on total pressure was observed in depositing InN film.8 Visual observations of the deposition at the high total pressure showed that the surface of the target was covered with a transparent nitrided layer after each run.

The composition of the SnNₓ film was not measurable at the inside of the film with x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy because nitrogen atoms were sputtered preferentially during Ar ion etching when the surface was etched to measure the composition at the inside of the film. Therefore, the composition was measured at the surface of the film without Ar ion etching. Figure 2 shows the atomic ratio of nitrogen to tin at the surface of the film as a function of substrate temperature. The films were prepared at the fixed values of rf power (200 W) and total pressure (4 mTorr). The dependence on substrate temperature is similar to that observed in depositing the InN film.9 The atomic ratio at the lowest substrate temperature shows the highest value, although the ratio is still lower than the stoichiometric ratio, N/Sn=4/3. The lower atomic ratio at a higher substrate temperature is attributable to the surface adatom reemissions: i.e., the re-evaporation of atomic nitrogen from the substrate at higher substrate temperatures.10 The substrate temperature of about 60 °C was selected as the lowest temperature which was controllable in the experiments over wide ranges of deposition variables under the effect of plasma heating. In the following discussion, the results are based on the films prepared at a substrate temperature of about 60 °C. Figure 3 shows the atomic ratio of N/Sn at the surface of the film as a function of total pressure. The atomic ratio for each rf power shows a smaller
value at high pressure, where the deposition rate shows smaller values (see Fig. 1). Thus the decrease in deposition rate accompanies the decrease in nitrogen content. For rf power of 200 W, the atomic ratio shows other smaller values at pressures below about 2 mTorr. This is attributable to the resputtering of atomic nitrogen from the substrate. The effect of the resputtering can also be seen in the deposition rate at 200 W (see Fig. 1); an increase in deposition rate with decreasing pressure is small compared to those for the lower rf powers.

Figures 4(a)–4(d) show the x-ray-diffraction patterns of the film on a borosilicate glass substrate for 200, 100, 50, and 20 W rf powers. They show that the crystallinity depends on rf power. A polycrystalline film was obtained at an rf power lower than 90 W, while an amorphous film was obtained at an rf power higher than 100 W. Figures 4(c) and

![FIG. 1. Deposition rate as a function of rf power and total pressure.](image)

![FIG. 2. Atomic ratio of nitrogen to tin at surface of film as a function of substrate temperature at rf power 200 W and total pressure 4 mTorr.](image)

![FIG. 3. Atomic ratio of nitrogen to tin at surface of films prepared at rf powers (a) 200, (b) 100, (c) 50, and (d) 20 W as a function of total pressure.](image)
FIG. 4. X-ray-diffraction pattern of films prepared at rf powers (a) 200, (b) 100, (c) 90, and (d) 50 W on borosilicate glass. Rf power, total pressure, and film thickness are shown in each figure.

4(d) show that the films are composed of crystallites with hexagonal structure and with strong (002) plane texturing. It must be noted that the above-mentioned conditions for rf power are applicable only for the film obtained at a substrate temperature of about 60 °C. For example, the x-ray-diffraction pattern of the film obtained at a substrate temperature of 324 °C showed that the film obtained at an rf power of 200 W was polycrystalline. This is attributable to an enhanced surface diffusion of the adatom at higher substrate temperatures.

Figure 5 shows infrared absorption spectra of the films deposited at three different conditions. Strong bands at 425 and 630 cm⁻¹ in the spectrum for polycrystalline film obtained at 20 W and 4.0 mTorr are inferred to characterize the phonon spectra of tin nitride. The broader peaks for amorphous films obtained at 200 W are attributable to inclusions of some defects in Sn—N bonds.

Table I shows the dynamic hardness of the amorphous and polycrystalline SnNₓ films in comparison with that of glass substrate. The polycrystalline film is harder than borosilicate glass. In addition, the films were highly adherent to the substrate. These characteristics are similar to those of SnO₂ film which is used for hard coating of glass.

Figure 6 shows the resistivity of the films of high electric conductivity as a function of rf power and total pressure. The resistivity of polycrystalline film is 3–14×10⁻² Ω cm, while the resistivity of amorphous film shows large variations with total pressure.

Figures 7(a)–7(c) show the resistivity, Hall mobility, and carrier concentration. The Hall mobility is independent of total pressure, and the value for amorphous film is a little larger than those for polycrystalline films. On the other hand, the carrier concentration for amorphous film depends strongly on total pressure, as shown in Fig. 7(a). Thus, the change in resistivity for amorphous film is attributable to the change in carrier concentration. The carrier for nondoped SnNₓ is inferred to be derived from nitrogen vacancies, but a comparison with Fig. 3 shows that any direct relation cannot

FIG. 5. Infrared absorption spectra of films prepared at three different deposition conditions.
FIG. 6. Electric resistivity as a function of rf power and total pressure.

Figures 8(a) and 8(b) show the XPS spectra of the Sn 3d and N 1s. Also shown in Fig. 8(a) are the XPS spectra of the Sn 3d for the SnO and SnO2 films. No appreciable difference can be detected between those three peaks. In Fig. 8(b), the spectrum for the film obtained at 200 W and 1.6 mTorr shows a small peak at 403.6 eV, in addition to a large peak of N 1s at 397.0 eV. The chemical shift suggests that the small peak is attributable to N 1s for the −N=O combination. The amorphous film of high resistivity always showed the small peak, which became obscured with decreasing resistivity as shown by the spectrum for the film obtained at 200 W and 26 mTorr. In the meantime, this peak was not observed in the spectrum for polycrystalline film as shown by the spectrum for the film obtained at 20 W and 4.0 mTorr. Thus, the development of the −N=O combination in amorphous film is

FIG. 7. Electric resistivity, Hall mobility, and carrier concentration of films prepared at rf powers (a) 100, (b) 50, and (c) 20 W as a function of total pressure.
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FIG. 8. XPS spectra of (a) Sn 3d and (b) N 1s.

inferred to be associated with the decrease in carrier concentration. Future studies have to be carried out in order to elucidate the mechanisms: i.e., how the oxygen atoms are incorporated in the film after deposition, and how the combination decreases the carrier concentration.

Figure 9 shows examples of the absorption coefficients as a function of photon energy. The optical energy gap $E_g$ for indirect transitions is obtained by extrapolating the full line to the abscissa. The value of $E_g$ (1.5 eV) was independent of deposition conditions, and consequently independent of crystallinity.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Tin nitride thin films were obtained by the reactive sputtering method. The metallic tin target was sputtered by nitrogen gas with rf magnetron sputtering equipment. To prevent the re-evaporation of atomic nitrogen from the substrate, the depositions were made at the low substrate temperature of 60 °C. Polycrystalline films were obtained at an rf power lower than 90 W. The resistivity of polycrystalline film was $3 - 14 \times 10^{-2}$ Ω cm, while the resistivity of amorphous film increased monotonically with decreasing sputtering pressure. For amorphous film, the change in resistivity is attributable to the change in carrier concentration. The decrease in carrier concentration is associated with an inclusion of $-N=O$ combination. The optical energy gap of tin nitride was 1.5 eV.
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